NYU Tandon Bridge Cost Disclaimer

*Your NYU Tandon Bridge admission letter will include the cost of tuition for the semester to which you are admitted. If you accept your admission offer, you will be responsible for the cost of the course quoted in that admission letter, which may be higher than the cost when you initially applied.

*Changes to tuition costs also apply to previously admitted students deferring to a future semester. If you defer to a future semester you will be sent a new admission letter before the start of your deferral semester. Your new admission letter will include the cost of tuition for your deferral semester. If you accept this new offer, you will be responsible for the cost of the course quoted in that admission letter, which may be higher than the cost when you initially applied.

*Please note that scholarships that were available for the term you initially applied to may not be available for the term you defer to. If the scholarship is not offered for your deferral term it will not be applied to your tuition.